Let F be a local field of residual characteristics p. Then it is a conjecture of Langlands [JL] that there should be a natural bijection between the set of n-dimensional semisimple representations of the absolute Weil-Deligne group of F and the set of irreducible admissible representations of GL n (F) . Some cases of this conjecture have been established [He, JL, JPS, K, M] . Here we announce further progress toward its verification.
To describe our results, we first note that by work of Bernstein and Zelevinsky [Z] , one may restrict one's attention to irreducible representations of the Weil-Deligne group on the one hand and irreducible supercuspidal representations of GL n (F) on the other hand. In this context, the conjecture says there should exist a bijection a i-+ 7r(cr) of the set A^(F) of equivalence classes of continuous, irreducible n-dimensional complex representations of WF, the absolute Weil group of F, with the set A°(GL n (F)) of equivalence classes of admissible irreducible supercuspidal representations of Gh n (F) . This bijection should satisfy the following conditions:
(1.01) e(7r(a),ip) = e(a,^) (see [D, GJ] for definitions), (1.02) ir(a) 0 x ° det = 7r(cr (g) x) for all quasi-characters x of F x , (1.03) u; 7r ( a ) = det a, where u; 7r ( a ) is the central character of ^(a). We note that if n = 1, the existence of such a bijection is a restatement of the fundamental theorem of local classified theory [S] ; thus when n > 2, the conjecture under consideration may be thought of as a nonabelian analogue of that theorem.
When n > 2 the construction of ir(a) breaks naturally into two steps. I. Construction of 7r(cr) when a is induced from a representation of smaller dimension. This construction is provided when n = 2 by decomposing the Weil representation of SL2(F) (see [JL] ). When n = 3, it is obtained by global methods [JPS] . When p /n then all n-dimensional irreducible representations a of WF are monomial, and one may use a representation which induces a to construct a supercuspidal representation 7r'(cr) of GL n (F). This was first done by Howe [Ho] , who conjectured that 7r'(<r) satisfied (1.01)-(1.03). Recently, Moy [M] showed that a representation 7r(a) satisfying (1.01)-(1.03) may be obtained by a slight modification of Howe's construction and thus verified the Langlands conjecture in case p ƒ n (one needs, however, that char F = 0 in order that the map a \-+ 7r(a) be bijective).
When p | n, however, the above approach appears to fail.
II. Extension of the map a -• 7T(<J)
to primitive representations a. Such an extension was obtained in case n = p = 2 by Kutzko in [K] and in case n = p = 3 by Henniart in [He] , thus verifying the Langlands conjecture in these cases.
In general, one has reason to expect that step I above may be approached using global methods and that, in particular, such methods will lead to the construction of 7r(a) when a is induced from a one-dimensional representation on a normal subgroup of WF-We here announce that, given such a global construction for monomial representations a of dimension n = p, we are able to construct ir(cr) for an arbitrary p-dimensional representation a. To be precise, we must make the following ASSUMPTION 1.1. Let K be a local field of residual characteristic p and let E/K be a cyclic extension of degree p. Let 6 be a quasi-character of E x which is not fixed by the galois group, TE/K, of E/K and let a = Indw^TWk: 0-Then there is an irreducible supercuspidal representation 7r(<7) of GL P (K) We proceed as follows (proofs will be provided elsewhere [Ko] ).
